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ABSTRACT
The focus of this paper is on improving the quality of streaming
video transmitted over the Internet. The approach we investigate
assumes the availability of multiple paths between the source and
the destination, and dynamically selects the best one. Although this
is not a new concept, our contribution is in estimating the “goodness” of a path from the perspective of the video stream, instead
of relying only on raw network performance measures. The paper
starts by showing that the use of raw network performance data to
control path switching decisions can often result in poor choices
from an application perspective, and then proceeds to develop a
practical approach for evaluating, in real-time, the performance of
different paths in terms of video quality. Those estimates are used
to continuously select the path that yields the best possible transmission conditions for video streaming applications. We demonstrate the feasibility and performance of the scheme through experiments involving different types of videos.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.2.1 [Computer-Communication Networks]: Network Architecture and Design; H.4.3 [Information Systems Applications]:
Communications Applications

General Terms
Design, Experimentation, Performance

Keywords
Path Switching, Quality, Streaming Video

1.

INTRODUCTION

The steady rise in the quality and availability of bandwidth across
the Internet has made the transmission of streaming video a reality.
However, in spite of this progress, sources of impairment are still
present and devising mechanisms capable of further improving the
performance of video transmission remains a worthy goal. Such a
goal has been the focus of many previous works, which we briefly
This work is supported by the National Science Foundation under the grants
ANI-9906855 and ITR-0085930.
Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for
personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are
not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies
bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to
republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific
permission and/or a fee.
MM’04, October 10-16, 2004, New York, New York, USA.
Copyright 2004 ACM 1-58113-893-8/04/0010 ...$5.00.

review here to highlight how they differ from this paper and its
contributions.
In general, most earlier works targeted adapting the encoding or
the transmission of the video stream in response to changes in network performance. For example, rate control [7, 11] can be used to
dynamically adjust the transmission rate of a video flow when path
condition fluctuates. Occasional delay and loss variations can be
concealed by adapting the rate of retrieving data from the playout
buffer and the rate of presenting the decoded media to the viewer
[8]. Similarly, upon detecting severe congestion, the receiver can
signal the sender to reduce its encoding and transmission rate to
maximize the likelihood that the quality of the received video remains acceptable to the viewer [8, 2, 12]. More recently, the use
of path diversity has also been studied as an option to provide an
extra dimension of adaptability to video applications. For instance,
Apostolopoulos et al. [3] investigated an approach that relies on
the simultaneous transmission of several substreams of the video
signal over different paths, where each substream encodes a partial
description of the video. The video can be correctly decoded with
graceful quality degradation, even if some of the substreams are
missing or incomplete.
Our study shares with these works the fact that it does not require
the introduction of additional network-based mechanisms, but involves the participation of the video application (or an access gateway acting on behalf of the application). Meanwhile, our scheme
differs from these existing works in that we do not attempt to adapt
either the encoding or the transmission of the video data. Instead,
we consider an environment that offers path diversity, namely, the
ability to select from among multiple possible paths when transmitting video packets between a given source and destination, and
investigate how to dynamically select the best path in order to optimize the quality of the received video. In other words, we seek
to determine the best conditions under which the network and the
application can interact.
Our investigation was motivated in part by the increased availability of multi-homing and overlay networks that have made path
diversity more common, and by a number of recent works [1, 16]
that have demonstrated that simple path switching strategies can
improve the performance of end-to-end data transfers. However,
applying the path selection strategies proposed in those works is not
necessarily beneficial for improving video quality, because those
strategies were developed with the goal of optimizing network performance. For example, the method of [16] makes path switching
decisions to achieve the lowest overall end-to-end loss. Therefore,
it selects paths based on their predicted loss rates. This does not always result in improved video quality, since video quality is influenced by multiple characteristics of the loss process, not just loss
rate. For example, the burstiness of losses, the distance between
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Figure 1: Quality of video Alberta (encoded with bitrates of 300
kbps and 700 kbps) under different loss models. All models have
the same loss rate of 2%, but the loss burstiness decreases from
model 1 to 16.

consecutive loss events (groups of losses), etc., all affect video
quality differently [6, 9]. Furthermore, the relation between different loss characteristics and their impact on video quality is by
itself complicated. It depends on factors such as the coding and
packetization scheme used by the codec, the buffering and error
concealment capabilities of the receiver, etc.
Fig. 1 illustrates video quality variations associated with different loss patterns. We plot the Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR)
of two CBR-encoded frame sequences under 16 different loss processes, all with the same loss rate of 2%. As we discuss later, PSNR
provides a useful initial measure of video quality. The two frame
sequences are encoded from the same video source, but have bitrates of 300 kbps and 700 kbps, respectively. It is clear from the
figure that both the encoding bitrate and the actual loss pattern have
a significant influence on the quality of the received video in the
presence of loss. Thus, our goals in this paper are to first develop a
practical scheme that can assess the performance of different paths
from the perspective of video quality, and then use this information
to build a path switching mechanism that maximizes video quality.
Our main challenge is to derive accurate estimates of video quality on each available path, as if the video stream were transmitted
on it. Hence, a natural first step is to understand how to objectively
measure video quality. Most of the proposed objective quality models [17] involve comparing the original video frames to the received
ones. Such an approach is unfortunately hard to use in our context,
because of the difficulty in having both the original and the received
video frames be simultaneously available at the sender where path
switching decisions are being made. Wolf et al. [18, 10] developed
a method that can to some extent overcome this constraint, as it
determines video quality simply by comparing feature information
extracted from the original and the received video frames. Because
feature information is represented by a much smaller amount of
data, it is possible to actually transmit the feature information of
the received frame sequence back to the sender, which can then
compare it to that of the original video and evaluate its quality.
However, such a solution is still inadequate for our purpose, not
only because it requires modifying the video client to perform feature extraction, but more important because we need to estimate the
quality of video transmission over multiple paths in parallel. As a
result, using this approach means that the video would have to be
simultaneously transmitted on all paths, which is clearly an unacceptable requirement. Therefore, we cannot rely on such “closedloop” quality estimation approaches and must instead investigate
“open-loop” solutions.

An open-loop solution maps measured network performance directly onto video quality without “feedback” obtained from the received video. This is challenging not only because video quality
depends on multiple network performance parameters, but also because video quality and network performance exhibit a non-linear
relation as shown, for example, in [4]. One of this paper’s main
contributions is, therefore, to develop a practical approach for estimating in real-time the relative (video) quality difference of two (or
more) paths. This then enables a path switching strategy capable of
delivering meaningful quality improvements for streaming video.
We demonstrate those improvements through a number of experiments involving a variety of video streams and different types of
network impairments.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the distortion model used to relate network performance,
namely losses, and video quality. Section 3 briefly reviews a network probing method we previously developed, and on which we
rely to infer the losses that the video stream would experience on
different paths. Section 4 combines the results of Section 2 and 3
in devising and evaluating a path switching strategy that improves
video quality by selecting the best performing path. Finally, Section 5 summarizes the findings of the paper and outlines directions
for future work.

2. LOSS-QUALITY MODEL
In this section, we describe the loss-quality model we use to estimate video quality under different loss conditions. The method is
derived from the methodology proposed in [14, 9]. An exact model
obviously depends on the implementation details of the video transmission system. In our analysis, we use an internally developed
MPEG-1/2 video streaming software as the reference implementation. However, as shown in this section, the model can be tuned to
fit other implementations as well.

2.1 Basic distortion model

sequence with frame size  , we use
Consider
 (of sizea  video
  ) to represent
the 1-D vector obtained by
 to denote
the corresponding frame
line-scanning frame , and 

restored at the receiver’s side. Thus, the error signal in frame is
    
(1)

which represents the signal impairment in frame incurred by
transmission loss. A frequently used metric for measuring the distortion is the Mean Square Error (MSE), which is defined as

   "! $#  &%(')   #  %(*

(2)

The total distortion of the video is the MSE averaged over all frames.
Packet losses are handled as follows: if the receiver detects any
number of packet losses in a frame, it discards the entire damaged
frame and the most recently decoded frame is repeated. For instance, if any error happens in frame while frame
has been
correctly received,
and
.
An important issue in modeling the distortion with motion compensated video coding is the propagation of error signals. Since
such video encoding schemes introduce decoding dependencies between adjacent frames, a packet loss affects not only the frame
missing the data contained in that packet, but also other frames
with decoding dependencies on it. However, because of the spatial
filtering effect of the decoder (which can be modeled as a low pass
filter [14]), the error signal tends to decay over time. If an error occurs in frame with an MSE of
, the power of the propagated
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filtering, and therefore is dependent on the power spectrum density of the error signal and the impulse response of the loop filter
contained in the decoder.
To prevent error propagation, periodic intra-frame coding is used
in MPEG-1/2. As a result, error in one frame can only propagate
to the frames following the damaged frame in the same group of
picture (GoP). If the GoP starts with an I-frame and continues with
P-frames1 , the total distortion caused by a single loss is
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agation effect of the error signal. Although seemingly restrictive,
the assumption that the initial error caused by a single loss is constant is reasonable, because we are mainly interested in the average
distortion over the whole video sequence instead of the distortion
in individual frames. For the same reason, we will also assume that
is equal to its average value throughout the frame sequence. The
exact value of can be estimated by simulating individual losses
and measuring the MSE in the decoded frames. Nevertheless, as
shown in Section 4, estimating the value of is not necessary for
path selection.
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where is the number of frames from where the original loss occurs (frame ) to the end of the GoP. We assume that is uniformly
, and that the initial error caused by losing
distributed in
one frame is a constant, i.e.,
. Thus, the total distortion
caused by losing a single frame is approximately [9]
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2.2 The effect of loss pattern
The basic distortion model only considers the effect of a single
loss. In [14], the total loss effect is modeled as a product of the
loss rate and the average distortion caused by a single loss. This
assumes that the effects of individual losses are independent of each
other. However, in practice the video flow may experience various
loss patterns and in particular losses can be temporarily correlated.
Therefore, it is important to understand the impact of different loss
patterns on the quality of the transmitted video.
First, packet loss could be bursty, i.e., a single loss event or loss
burst may consist of a number of consecutive losses. In our video
transmission system, when a loss burst falls in a single frame, the
resulting distortion will always be the distortion caused by missing
that frame no matter how many packets are contained in the loss
burst. When a loss event affects several consecutive frames, we
simply model the total distortion as the superposition of the distortion of missing each individual frame. As pointed out in [9],
this is an optimistic approximation, as the total distortion in this
case is typically greater than the approximated value. For example,
and (i.e.,
the distortion of losing 2 consecutive frames
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Figure 2: The effect of cross correlation of error signals
and
in modeling the distortion caused by loss bursts. The
values of
and
are compared for sample
video Alberta (top) and Robot (bottom).
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again assuming that 
value. It is clear from Eq. 6 that the approximation error mainly
comes from the cross correlation between error signals in different
frames2 . To accurately estimate the values of
requires processing every frame in the video sequence, which is infeasible in
an online video transmission system. In Fig. 2, we measure this approximation error for two sample videos, Alberta and Robot. The
former is a high motion video with limited similarity between adjacent frames, while the latter has little motion and therefore has a
larger cross-correlation factor between neighboring frames. As can
be seen in the figure, the approximation error is not significant for
either of them, and is almost negligible for Alberta. The effect of
losing more than 2 consecutive frames can be modeled in a similar
way [9]. As the number of lost frames increases, the approximation error could become more significant. Fortunately, for the loss
processes we target, the probability of having very long loss bursts
is typically small. Therefore, the above simplification should not
significantly affect quality estimation. Thus, we simply use the ad-
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ditive model to describe the effect of bursty losses, i.e., the total
distortion caused by losing consecutive frames is approximated
as the superposition of the distortions caused by individual frame
losses:

C ^ ./#1U\#  N *

(7)

h

Assume that a loss event starts randomly in a GoP and leads to
consecutive packet losses, and each frame is transmitted using
packets, then the expected number of frames affected by this loss
event is

i

j

(8)
gives the
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Figure 4: An illustrative example of the impact of loss pattern on
video quality.

we first measure the resulting PSNR when the video stream Alberta
is subjected to a Bernoulli loss process with loss rates in the range
of 1% - 5%. Next, we measure the PSNR under ”bursty” loss processes with
and average loss rates varying from 1%
to 10%. The PSNR differences between each Bernoulli loss model
and each bursty loss model are then plotted in Fig. 4. The points
indicating 0 dB PSNR difference on each curve identify the place
where the Bernoulli loss process and the bursty loss process have
the same impact on video quality. For example, the effect of a 1%
Bernoulli loss rate can be seen to be roughly equivalent to that of a
4% bursty loss rate in terms of quality degradation, and conversely
a 1% bursty loss rate yields a PSNR level that is about 2.5 dB better
than a Bernoulli process with the same loss rate. The figure illustrates further that simple loss rate measurements are not sufficient
to assess the supportable video quality on a path.

rTs LQ*~-

(9)

Another important performance factor is loss distance, which
represents the frequency of loss events that occur in the video stream.
Intuitively, the more frequent the loss events, the more annoying is
the impaired video to the viewer. We evaluate the combined effect of loss burstiness and loss distance as follows. Let
denote
the probability of a loss event seen by the video stream, the overall
MSE of the received frame sequence can be modeled as

j

5

Bursty loss percentage

Figure 3: The difference in loss factor for the loss models used in
Fig. 1.
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Here r s and h represent the characteristics of the loss process
i is determined by the packetizaexperienced by
U the video stream;
tion process; and  N describe
j the feature of the video content and
the error concealment ability of the decoder j that can be estimated
%
off-line. Therefore, rTs and h are the only parameters that need
 rTs #  h % as the loss factor
to be estimated on-line. We define u
that models the total effect of loss on video quality. If we use PSNR
C
to represent video quality, it can be computed from the value of
as
[-~B~
[-~B~
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In the example in Fig. 1, the PSNR measured from video Alberta shows a decreasing trend when the loss model is changing
from 1 to 16. Although the average loss rates corresponding to
these models are the same, the measure of the loss factor shows
an increasing trend from model 1 to 16, as can be seen in Fig. 3.
To further illustrate the effect of loss pattern on video quality, we
provide a group of simulation results in Fig. 4. In this simulation,

u

3. LOSS ESTIMATION
Our quality estimation model relies on the online characterization of the loss process that the video flow would experience, and in
this section we outline our approach for acquiring this information.
In [15], we proposed a solution based on a Hidden Markov Model
(HMM) of the evolution of path state. Here, we briefly review the
resulting loss model and highlight our methodology for estimating
the required loss parameters. Interested readers are referred to [15]
for detailed discussions.
We use a 2-state HMM to characterize the loss process experienced by a flow. In this model, the state of a network path seen by
the application flow can be either congested ( ) or not ( ), each
having a certain loss probability, i.e., and (
). The tranand ,
and
, statistically
sition probabilities between
model the evolution of path state. Note that the state evolution of
a path is a continuous-time process, while different flows can be
considered as sampling this process at different time granularities.
Therefore, we can first use a probing flow (with relatively large
probing interval to reduce probing overhead) to sample the path,
and then a discrete-time HMM representing the loss process experienced by the application flow can be obtained given the sampling
intervals of both the probing flow and the application flow.
From the inferred discrete-time HMM, we can compute the loss
parameters that are required for video quality estimation. For example, we can first derive the steady state probabilities
,
where
represents the probability of the path being in state
(
). Then, loss burstiness can be estimated by computing
the probability of seeing a loss event composed of consecutive
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Similarly, the loss event probability r s can be computed as
rTs   @4%@/T*
(13)
From Eq. 12, the average
j loss lengthj is
 h %zF   h %t# r o *
(14)
oG 
Thus, the loss factor u can be estimated.
losses

We have verified the above approach on a number of Internet
paths [15]. Here, we further test this method using a video streaming flow as the target for estimation. In our experiments, probes
and application packets are transmitted simultaneously on the monitored path. The probing flow is configured with a 40 ms sampling
interval, while the target flow has a 10 ms sampling interval, which
corresponds to a video stream encoded with a frame rate of 25 fps
and a bitrate of 300 kbps. Each frame is transmitted using
packets. In Fig. 5, we compare the loss factor estimated by probing with the actual statistics obtained from the application packet
traces. The figure gives the estimation results of an experiment performed on a path between UPenn and UMN with a duration of 10
hours. The estimated results and the measured results are compared
for each pair of 3 minute traces. As shown in the figure, the estimated values are close to the actual statistics. Similar results were
observed in the experiments conducted on other paths as well. This
confirms that our approach is capable of generating accurate loss
estimates with a much lower overhead compared to that of a duplicate video flow (the probing flow has both a longer sampling
interval and a much smaller packet size).

i A

4.

that the switching process itself can have on video quality. In our
environment, e.g., see [16], path switching is conducted by an access gateway that is responsible for measuring the network, selecting the path, and forwarding video packets onto the selected path.
Path switching is, therefore, transparent to both the video sender
and receiver. Nevertheless, this process may affect video quality
if there are differences in end-to-end delay between the candidate
paths. Therefore, it is important to understand if and how this can
impact video quality.
Assume that a video stream is switched from path A to path
B, while its sender keeps transmitting packets at a constant rate
of packets per unit of time. When the propagation delay on
path A ( ) is smaller than on path B ( ), path switching causes
a reception “gap” of duration
at the receiver. Conversely, when
, path switching will generate a burst of
out-of-order packets at the receiver, whose size depends on both
and
. Reception gaps and out-of-order packets are
certainly undesirable, but most current video streaming systems include mechanisms that adapt the occupancy level of their playout
buffer in order to accommodate jitter and out-of-order packet delivery. For example, a common playout buffer design [13] involves
a combination of two watermarks that define a range outside of
which buffer overflow and underflow can occur, and two thresholds that identify a target area in which buffer occupancy should
be maintained. A number of effective methods have been developed for maintaining buffer occupancy in the target area across a
broad range of network perturbations. For example, the receiver
can reduce or increase the frame presentation rate [13], or signal
the sender to adjust its rate [5]. Given that most video streaming
applications enforce a pre-buffering of a few seconds of playout
data [8], while the end-to-end delay difference between network
paths is typically much smaller, one can expect the impact of path
switching to be easily hidden by those existing mechanisms.

QUALITY-BASED PATH SWITCHING

Based on the previous analysis, we can not only estimate the loss
performance experienced by a video stream when a certain path is
used, but also link this estimate to a measure of video quality. In
this section, we further investigate how to use this information to
dynamically select a path for transmitting the video stream in order
to offer the best possible video quality.

4.1 The cost of path switching
Before describing the path selection method, we briefly review
some basic aspects of path switching including the potential impact
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4.2 Comparing path quality

N

As shown in Eqs. 10 and 11, the parameters , , , and
allow us to estimate the PSNR of a video signal as if it were sent over
a path with known characteristics. As discussed in Sections 2 and
3, can be readily obtained and the loss factor of each available
path can be estimated through active probing and statistical inference. However, accurately estimating and
is non-trivial, as
it involves understanding how losses propagate while decoding a
video stream and measuring the resulting average distortion [14].
This is typically difficult in live video streaming systems. Fortunately, in the context of path switching, estimating the exact values of and
is not required, because we are mainly interested
in the quality difference between two (or more) paths. Therefore,
when computing the difference in PSNR between two paths, the
only contributing parameters are the loss factors of the two paths,
which can both be estimated in real-time. Specifically, if the same
and
video is transmitted on two paths that have loss factors
respectively, the quality difference in PSNR is
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To verify the accuracy of this expression in estimating differences
in quality, we used 30 different loss models spanning a broad range
of loss characteristics and various values for the loss factor . Using each loss model, we generated a loss trace and applied it to the
video streams Alberta and Robot. For each pair of loss trace and
received video, we computed the value of
using Eq. 15
and compared it with the measured PSNR difference. The scatterplots of this comparison are shown in Fig. 6. Clearly, the quality
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Figure 6: The difference in PSNR caused by two loss processes:
model-estimated result vs. measurement result for Alberta (top)
and Robot (bottom).

Figure 7: (a) Comparison of PSNR-quality mapping for the videos
Alberta and Robot (top) and (b) Division of PSNR-quality mapping
with three different regions (bottom).

difference estimated by Eq. 15 is close to the actual value for both
video sequences. Note that our model tends to underestimate the
quality difference when the ratio of
is large (the upper right
region in the plot). This is because the model is built upon the
assumption that individual loss events are far apart so that the distortions caused by different loss events do not interfere with each
other. This assumption becomes weaker as losses become heavier or
becomes larger. However, this inaccuracy typically will
not affect the path switching decisions if the threshold of quality
difference used for path switching is appropriately selected.
The last step in formulating a practical strategy for real-time path
switching that optimizes video quality, is to confirm that differences
in PSNR are indeed an accurate measure of differences in quality,
and can therefore be used to make correct path selections. In particular, although a positive PSNR difference does imply that one path
is better, the difference may not be meaningful in terms of quality
and could even be within the error margin of our methodology. It is
therefore desirable to identify when PSNR differences correspond
to significant enough differences in video quality. Furthermore,
several studies have shown that PSNR is a good measure of the
actual (or subjective) video quality only within a certain range of
values, and that the relationship between the two is highly nonlinear [17]. For example, a proposed mapping between PSNR and a
Mean Opinion Score (MOS) ranging from 0 to 1 (0 represents the
best quality, 1 represents the worst quality) is as follows [17]:

objective video quality metric (VQM) developed by the Institute
for Telecommunication Science [18]. From the figure, we clearly
see that the relationship between PSNR and quality is highly nonlinear, and the mapping trend is roughly the same for both videos.
This illustrates that even if a general expression such as Eq. 16
is not perfectly accurate, it does capture the relationship between
PSNR and video quality. This allows us to finalize our approach of
using PSNR in making path switching decisions to improve video
quality.
Specifically, Fig. 7(b) shows a typical mapping from PSNR to
video quality, as given by Eq. 16. The curve identifies three major “semi-linear” regions. Region I corresponds to a high loss factor region with low PSNR values, where the quality is consistently
close to the worst possible score. Within this region, differences
in PSNR do not translate into meaningful quality improvements.
From a path switching perspective, two paths with such high loss
factors are equally undesirable, in spite of their PSNR differences.
In other words, even a positive PSNR difference should not trigger a path switching decision. A similar result, albeit for opposite
reasons, holds in Region III that corresponds to paths with sufficiently low loss factors, so that the resulting PSNR values are all
high enough to generate near perfect video quality. As a result,
even when two paths in this region have a positive PSNR difference, switching between them will again not yield a meaningful
improvement in video quality. The only region where differences
in PSNR translate into substantial differences in video quality, and
can therefore be used to effectively guide path switching decisions,
is Region II. In this region, video quality improves almost linearly
with PSNR, so that our earlier methodology for computing differences in PSNR from network measurements can be used to trigger
path switching decisions that improve video quality.
Given the above analysis, the only remaining issue is to determine where the boundaries of the above three regions lie in terms
of network parameters, and in particular loss factors. We discuss
next a simple methodology that we derived and validated for that
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In order to better assess the relationship between PSNR and video
quality, how it evolves for different PSNR values, and how it varies
for different video streams, we present in Fig. 7(a) sample PSNRquality mappings for Alberta and Robot. The results were obtained
by comparing the original and impaired frame sequences using the
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Harry Potter

1

1
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Table 1: Quality improvement from path switching

T=16
T=8
T=4

0.8

Overall quality
Quality variation

Quality score

Quality score

0.8
0.6

0.6

0.4

Path 1
0.251
0.158

Path 2
0.214
0.176

Path switching
0.165
0.108

0.4

0.2

periments, a PSNR difference of 1.5 dB was used as the threshold
below which path switching should not be considered. To summarize, the path switching strategy we follow consists of the following
steps3 :
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Figure 8: Verifying the empirical threshold of
that defines the boundary of region III. The quality measurement
results for (a) Alberta, (b) Harry Potter, and (c) Tonight Show.

purpose. We consider the PSNR-quality mapping to be in Region
I, if the loss event probability estimated on the candidate path, ,
is less than
. This choice is motivated by the fact that our
loss-distortion modeling relies on the assumption of a relatively low
loss event probability, so that our estimation of quality difference
is inaccurate when
. If this is the case, the signal
errors could fall in the same GoP and interfere with each other (recall that is the number of frames in a GoP and the number
of packets per frame). Similarly, we define Region III as corresponding to
. This definition is empirical, but has
been validated through a number of experiments. In particular, we
report in Fig. 8 the quality of three video samples Alberta, Harry
Potter, and Tonight Show for different loss processes with
varying from 1/10 to 1/640. These three video samples cover a broad
range of motion levels, with Alberta a commercial advertisement
with lots of scene changes; Harry Potter a movie clip with mild
motion; Tonight Show a head-and-shoulder type of video with minimal motion. All video samples were encoded with GoP sizes ( )
of 4, 8, and 16 frames, respectively. In all the tests, each frame
was transmitted using 4 packets (
). As can be seen from the
figure, the video samples with
have a quality score close to
0 when
, and the quality of the sample video saturates
with
and
when
and
, respectively. This shows that
is a reasonable choice
for identifying the boundary of Region III.
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4.3 Path switching and its evaluation
Because there is a cost associated with switching from one path
to another even if its impact on quality can be successfully hidden, and because accurately estimating network performance calls
for accumulating a sufficient number of samples, path switching
decisions should be made at a relatively coarse time granularity.
This granularity can range from a few tens of seconds to a few
minutes, and in our experiments was set to 3 minutes. In addition,
because the above region based approach is intrinsically an approximation, switching from one path to another should typically only
be performed if “sufficient” quality improvement can be achieved
by routing the video packets onto the alternative path. In our ex-

! p

! p
r s  r s

r s r s
! p

If either of the loss processes estimated on the two paths is
in region I, i.e.,
or
, where
,
stand for the loss event probabilities on path 1 and path 2, we
choose path 1 over path 2 if and only if
, and
vice versa.

rs

If the loss processes on both paths are in region III, i.e.,
r s  =  I ! p and r s =  I ! p , no path switching needs be
performed.
' 
´ Otherwise,
+* Q+B[-~ we choose path 1 over path 2 if and only if u u
or vice versa, i.e., the potential quality improvement
should be greater than 1.5 dB.

The effectiveness of the above strategy was tested experimentally using a 3 minutes video clip Tonight Show, and two candidate
paths connecting UPenn and UMN. The video packets are transmitted approximately every 10 ms. The experiment lasted for 10
hours during which the video clip was repeatedly transmitted on
both paths. The transmission of the clip on both paths allowed the
simultaneous evaluation of the quality of the received video over
each of them (see Figs. 9(a)(b)). This was then used to assess the
benefits of path switching against our baseline strategy that uses
only one path at a time. In addition to the video stream, probing flows were also transmitted on both paths. Probes were generated every 40 ms, and the collected loss traces were fed to the
loss estimation process that drove the path switching decisions. In
particular, the loss parameters of each path were estimated every
probes), which was also the time granularity of
3 minutes (
path switching. The received video stream with path switching was
“reconstructed” by piecing together the associated segments from
the video streams received on each path, following the path switching decisions based on probing and quality difference estimations.
The quality of the resulting stream was then evaluated. The results in Fig. 9(c) clearly illustrates the improvement in video quality
achieved by path switching. Table 1 provides additional information on the benefits of path switching by comparing the average and
the standard deviation of the quality score on each individual path
to those of the video resulting from path switching. The statistics
clearly show that our scheme not only improves the overall quality,
but also reduces its variations.
Obviously, the effectiveness of path switching depends not only
on the decision process itself, but also on the potential performance
improvements offered by the paths. If all paths have similar loss
characteristics, e.g., they share a common congestion point, switching paths is of limited use. Similarly, if the loss patterns on the
monitored paths are transient or unpredictable, the accuracy of the
loss estimation component will suffer, hence the effectiveness of
path switching will also be limited. However, when loss patterns
across candidate paths are uncorrelated, while at the same time
losses on a path exhibit some level of temporal correlation, i.e.,

;~1L-L

3
Note that although it is formulated for the case of two paths, it is
readily extendable to the cases of more than two paths.
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Figure 9: Video quality improvement achieved by performance estimation/prediction and dynamic path selection: Quality variations (a) on
path 1 (left), (b) on path 2 (middle), and (c) with dynamic path switching (right).
paths have non-overlapping and extended congestion periods, then
path switching can be effective in improving network and application (video) performance. Two such instances can be seen on Fig. 9
at time 160 minutes (on path 2) and at time 400 minutes (on path
1). A comprehensive study of this issue is beyond the scope of this
paper, and more discussions can be found in [16] demonstrating
that such conditions are commonly encountered.

5.

CONCLUSION

This paper investigated the use of dynamic path switching to improve the quality of streaming video, when it is transmitted over
a network that offers path diversity. The paper focused on understanding how network level performance differences can be translated into improved video quality. This was motivated by the fact
that in many cases a purely network based path switching decision
can result in poorer video quality. Addressing this issue called for
developing a simple yet reasonably accurate model for comparing
the video quality achievable on different paths. The paper’s contributions were in developing a model based on which the best path,
in terms of video quality, can be correctly selected in real-time, using only simple measurements of network performance. Although
the model was initially used to drive path switching decisions, it
obviously has broader applicability. For example, it can be used to
test the readiness of a network in supporting streaming video applications, as well as to design quality-based adaptation schemes for
video transmission.
There are several natural extensions for this work, and we briefly
mention two of them that we are currently pursuing. The first is
to extend the use of path switching to other applications such as
VoIP and interactive video for which both losses and delay need
to be taken into account. A second extension involves combining
path switching with existing video adaptation schemes, e.g., layered coding, to further enhance the robustness of video transmissions over best-effort networks.
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